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Chulu Far East is located above the Manang Valley. Chulu far east peaks not only offers you splendid
views but also challenging trek experience. Chulu Far East is one of the most difficult treks in Nepal
so people who wish to join this amazing trek must have some basic mountaineering experiences like
rock scrambling, walking on snow with ice ax and crampons, etc. The normal route to get to the
Chulu peak would be North-East ridge from the base camp at 5334m. The trip rests upon you
because one can either make other high camps or just get to Chulu in a day and come back. 

Chulu Far East peak climbing allows you to view spectacular sights of the glacier dome, Annapurna
Range 2, 3, 4; Gangapurna and more. Not just mountains, it offers you nature’s most amazing
landscapes as well. Rhododendron forest, terraced meadows, traverse pine, etcetera are some of the
examples. Along the way, we are going to get acquainted with different cultures, Gurung
communities, Manage inhabitants and numerous more. The best time to climb Chulu far East Peak is
autumn and spring because the weather is mild at these times making it easier for trekkers to walk
through. Our trip begins with a drive to Besisahar from Kathmandu. Our (Nepal Kailash Trekking)
guides will lead you through Marsyangdi valley, Bulbule, Bahundada, Pisang Valley and much more.
After passing those valleys, we step to the base camp of Chulu East Peak. Once we get there, it is up
to you to decide what you are going to do. One can either rest or wander around. Later when we are
done with things we wanted to do, our climbing guides will arrange equipment and train you for the
climb. Our trail falls back after we step to the top of the summit (6584m) chulu. After chulu, we
descend to Muktinath and many places on our way back. 

Chulu East Peak is one of the most attempted Peaks in all over Nepal. One of the reasons why people
are so amazed at this trek is not only because of the magnificent views it offers but also the daring
experience you can have during the journey. If this peak meets your expectations, our contact
address and phone number are on the website and you can feel free to call us if there are any more
queries. 

 

 

 

Trip Facts
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Cost Includes

Airport transfer by private private vehicle

Accommodation at standard hotel in Kathmandu and Pokhara as per program, inclusive of breakfast

Domestic flight tickets as per program



Surface transfer by private car/reserved local bus as per program

Guest house accommodation during trek

Tented camp during climbing period

Trekking and climbing permit

Climbing guide

Trek guide, porters

Staff insurance

Government taxes

Cost Excludes

International flight tickets

Nepal visa fee

Travel permit

Item of personal nature

Climbing and trekking equipments

Any kind of bottle drink and bar bill

Staff tips


